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Evolving from industries to value chains
Focus on the end-consumer
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Business transformation requires business and IT
alignment
Join Decision value for the
Enterprise:

 Confident decision making
 Trusted information through a single
view of master data and continuous
data quality

Joint Decision

Business Value

 Industry specific end-to-end
processes and collaboration across
business networks

Business Driven

IT Driven

IT Value
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Optimizing business value for the enterprise
Lines of Business
Procurement
• Generate sustainable savings by
streamlining and centralizing
procure-to-pay processes
• Minimize risk by enforcing
comprehensive contract compliance
• Improve savings through greater
visibility into supplier relationships
and performance
• Increase spend visibility
• Achieve faster time to value

Manufacturing
• Coordinate global manufacturing
fulfillment with local planning and
execution
• Provide the context-sensitive,
enterprise-wide visibility required to
optimize distributed manufacturing
assets, integrate outsourced
operations, and drive lean
manufacturing
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PLM

CRM

• Deliver innovative products rapidly to
meet demand

• Obtain insight from all customer
interactions and leverage this insight
to align marketing and sales

• Foster the development of new
products
• Collaborate with partners to shorten
the time required to realize profits
and deliver safe products

SCM
• Respond appropriately to changing
supply and demand dynamics in
global networks

• Synchronize supply and demand
• Collaborate with partners in a global
manufacturing network
• Integrate logistics and fulfillment
• Protect brands from counterfeits and
operate at higher levels of efficiency
and automation
• Responsively and effectively deal
with supply chain events (e.g.,
recalls)

• Focus sales efforts on the most
profitable customer opportunities
• Accelerate sales cycles and grow the
bottom line with better pricing and
demand planning and more accurate
revenue forecasts
• Resolve customer problems quickly
to increase customer satisfaction
and loyalty
• Drive service revenue by crossselling and up-selling to existing
customers

Finance
• Streamline financial operations
• Perform efficient and compliant
financial accounting and reporting
• Manage payables and receivables
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Aligning Business and IT to maximize enterprise value
Help run, grow and transform the business as it
evolves into industry value chains
Join Decision value for the
Enterprise:

 Confident decision making
 Trusted information through a single
view of master data and continuous
data quality

Enterprise Solutions
LoB

…

…

Business Processes

Business Value

 Industry specific end-to-end
processes and collaboration across
business networks

Point Solutions

Business Analytics
Trusted Information

Monolithic Solutions

IT Value
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Trusted information drives business value
across end-to-end business processes and decisions
Enterprise Solutions
LoB

…

Business
Processes and
Applications

Optimized endto-end business
processes

Business Analytics

Trusted
Information
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…

Trusted decisions

•
•

Single view of master data
Continuous data quality
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No single view of master data hinders business decisions,
business processes, and business transformation
Business Impact

 Diminished revenue
and service
 Uncontrolled costs
 Lack of compliance

New systems

Reporting/analytics

 Complexity to consolidate
existing and new systems

No single
view of
master data

Lines of business

 Lack of trusted decisions

Business partners

 Inefficient business processes

 Lack of business insight
and collaboration

Cloud

 Complexity to bridge cloud
and corporate master data
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Business impact from lack of single view of master data
Lines of Business
Procurement
• Inconsistent supplier and product
data across procure-to-pay
processes increase costs
• Difficulty to track contract
compliance from fragmented supplier
data increases risk
• Lack of visibility into supplier
relationships hinders opportunity for
savings and contract

Manufacturing
• No single view of product in
enterprise planning and control
processes impacts downstream
plant-level operations and
manufacturing execution
• Lack of seamless integration
between engineering and
manufacturing resulting in unstable
product data for production quality
and increased product costs

PLM
• Lack of seamless product data
governance between engineering
and manufacturing resulting in
unstable product data and slower
time to market and lower quality
• Difficulty to share product data with
partners resulting in longer time to
value

SCM
• Lack of transparency relating to
suppliers and products makes it
harder to detect and respond to
changing supply and demand
dynamics in global networks, as well
as responsively and effectively deal
with supply chain events (e.g.,
recalls)
• Difficulty to share up-to-date supplier
and product data limits collaboration
in a global manufacturing network

CRM
• Lack of insight from all customer
interactions hinder marketing and
sales activities and alignment
• Difficulty to identify most profitable
customers and focus sales efforts
• Customer and product hierarchy
inconsistencies in demand planning
and revenue forecasts impact sales
effectiveness and bottom line
• Lack of complete, consistent, and
correct customer view hurts
customer service experience and
impacts customer satisfaction and
loyalty
• Difficulty to cross-sell and up-sell to
existing customers

Finance
• Lack of transparency and ability to
streamline financial operations
• Manual efforts to reconcile financial
accounts drive down efficiency (e.g.,
group close)
• Greater risk of non-compliance
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Capabilities needed to deliver
trusted information across the enterprise
Centralized ownership
LoB Customer

LoB Procurement

LoB Finance

LoB Manufacturing

Enterprise
Master Data

Consolidation of master
data across disparate
systems for global
analytics, compliance, and
catalogs

other LoB

Central Creation
of master data upfront of business
applications and
business
processes to
improve efficiency
and reduce costs

Decentralized Ownership

New Systems
© 2012 SAP AG. All rights reserved.

Reporting / Analytics

Business Partners

Cloud
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SAP Enterprise MDM
Centralized ownership
LoB Customer

LoB Procurement

LoB Finance

LoB Manufacturing

Enterprise
Master Data

other LoB

SAP Master Data
Governance for
Central Creation
SAP Information
Steward and Data
Services

SAP NetWeaver for
Consolidation
Decentralized Ownership

New Systems
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Reporting / Analytics

Business Partners

Cloud
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Lines of Business

Value proposition – procurement

Procurement

PLM

CRM

Manufacturing

SCM

Finance

Value delivered

Solutions

Generate sustainable savings by
streamlining and centralizing procure-to-pay
processes

Single view of supplier and product data
across procure-to-pay processes

Minimize risk by enforcing comprehensive
contract compliance

Track single view of supplier across systems
to ensure SLAs are met, simplify contract
management, and mitigate risk

Improve savings through greater visibility into
supplier relationships and performance

Consolidated view of supplier allows for
global visibility of relationships and spend
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Lines of Business

Value proposition – manufacturing

Procurement

PLM

CRM

Manufacturing

SCM

Finance

Value delivered

Solutions

Coordinate global manufacturing fulfillment
with local planning and execution

Central creation of product as a governed
process in enterprise planning and control
processes flows through plant-level
operations and manufacturing execution

Provide the context-sensitive, enterprisewide visibility required to optimize distributed
manufacturing assets, integrate outsourced
operations, and drive lean manufacturing

Seamless integration and governance of
product data from engineering to
manufacturing resulting in stable and high
quality product
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Lines of Business

Value proposition – PLM

Procurement

PLM

CRM

Manufacturing

SCM

Finance

Value delivered

Solutions

Deliver innovative products rapidly to
meet demand

Seamless integration and governance of
product data from engineering to
manufacturing resulting in stable and high
quality product

Collaborate with partners to shorten the time
required to realize profits and deliver safe
products

Global integration of product data with
partners across business networks
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Value proposition – supply chain
management

Lines of Business

Procurement

PLM

CRM

Manufacturing

SCM

Finance

Valuedelivered
delivered
Value

Solutions
Solutions

Respond appropriately to changing supply
and demand dynamics in global networks,
and responsively and effectively deal with
supply chain events (e.g., recalls)

Consolidated and harmonized supplier
master data globally to enable sourcing and
procurement strategies with transparency
across the supply chain

Collaborate with partners in a global
manufacturing network

Global integration of supplier and product
catalogs across manufacturing network
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Lines of Business

Value proposition – CRM

Procurement

PLM

CRM

Manufacturing

SCM

Finance

Value delivered

Solutions

Value
delivered
Obtain
insight
from all customer interactions
and leverage this insight to align marketing
and sales and focus sales efforts on the most
profitable customer opportunities

Solutions
Integrated
view of customer across internal
and external sources enriched with insight
from all customer interactions and value
scores

Accelerate sales cycles and grow the bottom
line with more accurate revenue forecasts

Harmonized customer and product hierarchy
data for trusted analytics

Drive service revenue by cross-selling and
up-selling to existing customers

Integrated view of customer with existing
products

Resolve customer problems quickly to
increase customer satisfaction and loyalty

Integrated view of customer across internal
and external sources enriched with insight
from all customer interactions and loyalty
levels
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Lines of Business

Value proposition – finance

Value delivered
Valuedelivered
delivered
Value

Procurement

PLM

CRM

Manufacturing

SCM

Finance

Solutions
Solutions

Streamline financial operations

Governance of financial account master data
through financial processes with full
transparency of changes

Perform efficient and compliant financial
accounting and reporting

Automated governance process to create
and maintain financial account master data
integrated in financial close business process
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Asian Paints Manages Business Growth with SAP
NetWeaver® MDM
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Global CPG Company Supports Information
Governance Programs with SAP® Solutions
Company
Global CPG
Company
Headquarters
USA
Products and
Services
Household,
grooming,
and pet care
products
Employees
39,000

Objectives
 Introduce an effective information governance program based on
collaboration between business and IT
 Establish standards for master data, financial and material data
 Measure and control quality of information to make it a valuable asset for use
throughout the enterprise
Why SAP
 Support from SAP® BusinessObjects™ Information Steward software to
profile and measure data quality of planning master-data reports extracted
from the SAP ERP application and the SAP Advanced Planning &
Optimization (SAP APO) component
 Direct, native, high-performance access to data in SAP ERP and SAP APO
through SAP BusinessObjects Data Services software
Benefits
 Significant improvement of production planning through data lineage and
impact analysis capabilities
 Increased accuracy of data and reports through centralized maintenance of
master data and ongoing data quality monitoring with faster financial close
and improved efficiency in financial reporting
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RQ xxxxx (YY/MM)

Increased
Data accuracy

Greater

Trust in business
information

Better

Collaboration between
business and IT

Conclusion
Reason for Merck to choose SAP MDG-M
 Solution fits well to Merck requirements
 Tight integration to SAP ERP
 Build on reliable components
 Efficient implementation

Current Implementation Projects
 SAP MDG-M for Material Master Data
 SAP MDM 7.1 for non-validated objects

Future Enhancements
 SAP Information Steward to measure Data Quality
 Process Visibility to monitor overall process execution
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SAP MDG-M at Merck | 08 February 2012

Summary
SAP MDM – Deliver the present and innovate the future

SAP‘s Enterprise MDM solutions deliver end-to-end capabilities

SAP’s MDM solutions play a critical role in mission-critical operational,
analytical and governance scenarios for our customers

SAP’s solutions for MDM are proven across multiple industries and use
cases
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Thank you
Learn more at
http://www.sap.com/mdm
http://scn.sap.com/community/mdm
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